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A VIEW OF THE RIVER 

A short story  

By 

Jon Hayes 

 

I watched them build the gleaming towers of Battersea Reach from my bedroom 

window on the twentieth floor of my council block. Day by day as they grew, the towers shut 

off my view of the Thames and London beyond until finally all I could see was a solid wall of 

chrome and glass that cut me off from half my city. My view was stolen, parcelled up into 

thousands of tiny chunks and sold off to those who could afford to buy it: the super-rich and 

over-privileged new ‘Londoners’ who swarmed in from outside the city and bought those of 

us who’d lived here for generations, out of our birth rights. I used to sit by the window with 

my chin on the sill staring out at the penthouse at very tip of those gleaming towers, the one 

that mirrored my flat in elevation, but that I seriously doubted featured paper-thin walls, 

fungus blooms in the damp corners of every room, and no way out of a life made economically 

unviable without state sponsored benefits. I used to wonder who lived in that penthouse, 

that’d stolen my view, until the anger grew too much bear and I finally decided to find out.  

It’s always cold at three in the morning when you’re eight hundred feet up clinging to 

the side of a building, but I love my job and consider myself lucky to have found my true 

calling. There are so many people who hate their work; the environment, the people and 

being forced to follow the orders of an arsehole manager whose only qualification is the ability 

to ‘give good meeting’, but I’m not one of ‘em. I’m not in love with the window cleaning itself, 

but there’s no better cover for a cat-burglar than a squeegee. I spend my days casing high-end 

offices and luxury apartments, and my nights dancing across the rooftops stealing whatever I 

want from those so rich they barely notice they’ve been robbed. Tonight was special, though; 

tonight I was perched on the slanted glass ceiling of the penthouse I’d spent my teenage years 

watching from my bedroom window, the one that stole my view; this was revenge and I was 

going to enjoy it. If I could just crack the fucking lock on the window panel to my left and 

open a hole in the sloped glass I was perched on, before my fingers froze solid, crabbed up 

and I lost my grip, and fell eight hundred feet straight down.  
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I felt the panic rise and fought it back. Breathe, Bethany … in through the nose and out 

through the mouth. Lose your cool up here and it’s Game Over. A fist of wind howled round the 

outside corner of the penthouse and smacked me in the back, slamming me against the side 

of the building just as the lock finally gave under my pick. The window panel next to me slid 

open, but the wind had me pinned against the wider glass wall with such strength I couldn’t 

move through the open panel on my right to safety. What I should’ve done was wait it out, 

hunker down and hang on until it blew itself out. Unfortunately, with my face squashed against 

the glass wall I had a superb view of the room beyond, almost as good a view as I’d had three 

weeks before when I’d meticulously cleaned every inch of the glass panels, taking careful note 

of the flimsy locks on the window panels and the incredible collection of beautiful objects 

inside. Since then some idiot had placed a tall, thin delicately engineered display stand on 

which sat an exquisitely decorated roman amphora, directly in front of the sliding window 

panel I’d just opened.  

The one through which a fucking gale was now blowing.  

A gale that was making that thousand year old amphora rock.  

And if it fell … Game Over.  

I pressed my hands against the sloping glass wall underneath me and pushed back 

against the ferocious wind, forcing myself away from safety and closer to the open window, 

and that teetering amphora.  

The fingers of my left hand stretched for the edge of the open window panel … 

Come on, come on!  

… And then the fucking wind shifted.  

The pressure on my back whipped around and hammered against my right hand side, 

blowing me off the sloping glass roof and out into space.  

The fingers of my left hand caught the edge of the window panel, my safety line snapped 

taut before the wind dropped for a heartbeat and I fell in a graceful arc that ended when my 

face slammed into the reinforced glass of the vertical lower panels, breaking my nose. I yelled 

in agony as blood from my shattered nose poured down the glass, and was whipped away into 

darkness by the wind.  
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Breathe, Bethany … through your mouth! In and out, in and out.  

Breathe! 

The wind dropped.  

I opened my eyes and saw, through the reinforced glass, the amphora sat securely on 

its spidery display stand. Painfully, I reached above me with my right hand and grabbed the 

edge of the open window panel and pulled myself up and over it, and dropped cat-like into 

the penthouse. I sagged for a second in the quiet and tried to ignore the throb of pain from 

my broken nose. I listened to the penthouse, hoping to hear silence. The only sound was the 

wet splat splat of my own blood as it dripped from my nose onto the marble tiles beneath me. 

Lucky, lucky, I thought and mentally crossed off one of my nine lives.  

Then the fucking wind came back and blew the amphora off the stand with a single 

blast of concentrated irony.  

I leapt for it, my arms outstretched and hands cupped to catch it. And fuck me if the 

damned thing didn’t land neatly in my open palms without a sound. I lay there blinking at it, 

my eyes dumbly taking in an unbelievably pornographic image involving a very well-endowed 

Satyr and several vestal virgins. I placed the amphora on the ground and slowly stood up, 

listening as I did, but hearing nothing out of place. I looked around the room, taking in the 

collection of probably priceless ceramics littered all around on display cases. Without giving 

myself time to stop and think, I reached up and clamped my broken and crooked nose 

between my index fingers, and snapped it back into place.  

I don’t know how I stopped myself from screaming from the pain, but I did and must’ve 

stumbled backwards from the intensity of it. The good news was, once the initial shock had 

passed, snapping my nose back into line reduced the pain considerably. The bad news was, 

when I stumbled backward I kicked the amphora and sent the damned thing skittering into 

the rear wall where it shattered. It wasn’t really that loud, but any unexpected sound on a 

Tuesday morning at three am is loud.  

I froze and listened.  

 Silence. 

 The lack of reaction to the sound was anti-climactic, but not totally unexpected. Most 

of these luxury penthouses were empty, owned by the super-rich who flitted around the 
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world like moths from New York, to London, to Paris or Moscow, or any one of a hundred 

other gilded cages, never staying too long in any one place for fear of incurring a tax liability. 

Looking around it seemed likely that this place had been bought simply to house the owners 

collection of classical ceramics and it may have never been lived in at all. Sometimes there was 

a housekeeper come security guard of sorts to protect the place from squatters, but in a full-

service building like this with hot and cold running concierge’s, it was unlikely.  

 I was alone. Time to go to work.  

 I slipped out my torch, cupped my hand over the beam to obscure most of it, and 

slipped out of the main room and into the penthouse proper lighting my way with the barest 

glimmer of light from my torch. I found what I was looking for in the cupboards under the 

industrial sized stainless steel sink in the kitchen and shoved rolled up wads of kitchen roll up 

each nostril to staunch the flow of blood. I taped them in place and then loaded cleaning 

supplies into a bucket and turned to head back into the ceramics room, pausing for a moment 

to marvel at the vastness of the pristine appliances arrayed around me. They were so perfect 

I doubted they’d ever been used. Then I headed back into the huge ceramics room where I 

spent the next ten minutes with a squeegee and bleach cleaning blood from the outside 

windows and marble floor tiles. Lastly, I swept every piece of the broken amphora into a 

plastic Tesco carrier bag I found under the sink. That done, I dumped the bag into the recycling 

and replaced the cleaning supplies back in the kitchen cupboards where I’d found them and 

turned to face the giant fridge that dominated one wall like a sci-fi sarcophagus. I crossed to 

it and opened the vast doors, which swung open to reveal the inside of the fridge, illuminated 

from within by more lights than I used in my entire flat.  

 The fridge was empty.  

 I placed my hand inside to find, as I’d been told, that it wasn’t even cold. I began 

exploring the various panels until I found the one I was looking for, the one with a barely 

detectable seam all around it. I ran the tip of a finger along the seam looking for the concealed 

catch I had to be there, but found nothing.  

Tricky, I thought. She hadn’t mentioned this, and considered.  

Finally, I simply lay my palm in the centre of the panel, pressed down and it popped 

open with a well-engineered Click, revealing the hidden compartment inside.  
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I smiled as I reached in and pulled out a small metal thumb-drive, which I zippered 

securely into an inside jacket pocket before closing the panel. I stepped back, closed the fridge 

and slipped out of the kitchen and back into the main room that housed the extensive ceramics 

collection. I was through the open window panel and sliding it closed behind me in seconds. 

Less than a minute later I was back in the safety of the window cleaner’s platform and lowering 

myself almost noiselessly down the side of the building. Fifteen minutes later I was on the 

ground and walking briskly, but not suspiciously fast, across the landscaped central courtyard 

that led out of the complex.    

 Later, fresh from the shower, I sat at my laptop and plugged the thumb drive in, 

opening it to reveal hundreds of neatly labelled folders. I clicked on the first and found a series 

of photographs of a very very famous Royal engaged in a series of highly immoral, if not 

technically illegal, acts. I tutted as I scanned them before moving onto the next, which 

contained some fascinating financial records linking a high ranking UK politician to a variety of 

off-shore accounts controlled by the Russian government. I smiled, and moved onto the next, 

which contained some eye-brow raising footage of the off-camera behaviour of the host of a 

now defunct US reality TV show. 

You’re soooooo fired, I thought as I tried to calculate how many millions the contents of 

this folder alone might be worth, before eventually giving up and moving on. 

And on … and on.  

Hours later, finally finished, I sat with my chin resting on the window sill of my 

bedroom and stared out at the fabulous penthouses across from me that crowned the towers 

that blocked my view of the river, and wondered …  

How many shall I buy?  

  


